Contact GPS 3

Theft protect your boat

Contact GPS is a combined anti-theft device and GPS
tracker for all purposes. You can theft protect your ATV,
track your dog or monitor your boat. The device is IP
67-rated and can withstand all weather. Contact GPS 3
has no external contacts that can cause moisture problems. Even charging is done wirelessly. Battery life is up
to 1 year in guard mode.

More than 1 boat engine is stolen every 4 hours in Sweden. Every year, boats and boat engines worth about
250 million SEK is stolen and it is a sum that increases
from year to year.

Safety for your dog
With Contact GPS 3 you always know where your dog
is. The range is unlimited since the unit uses the GSM
network. Follow your dog, your hunting companions
and their dogs directly through the Contact GPS app
on your phone. Maps are downloaded automatically
for your area and you can choose from terrain map, real
estate map (in Sweden and Norway) or satellite map.
Should GSM coverage be unavailable, you can track the
dog with the radio transmitter that is always available
as backup.

With Contact GPS 3 you can safeguard your boat by
hiding the device in the boat.

Let friends and family follow you on your
trip
Take your Contact GPS 3 with you on your hike. Safety
for you and fun for your loved ones.
Should an accident happened, your family and your
friends know exactly where you are. You can also follow
your route afterwards and see where you have been.
Read more at http://contactgps3.followit.se/
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Metria’s real estate map
Long battery life
IP 67-rated

Free friends login

iPhone & Android compatible

Wireless charging

“Listen in”-function

Anti theft

Specifications

Protect valuable property such as cars, motorcycles or
ATVs.

Unit:

- GPS
- GSM 850/900/1800/1900MHz
- UHF radio transmitter

Surveillance

Dimensions:

79 mm x 45 mm x 35 mm

Use the “listen in”-function for monitoring.

Weight:

175 grams

Dog tracker

Water resistance:

IP-67 certified

With Contact GPS 3 you can follow your dog during the
hunt.

Requirements:

Any smartphone or tablet

Data transfer:

GPRS

Customize your subscription

Battery:

Rechargeable Lithium-Ion Battery

Upgrade your subscription at any time, choose which
features and maps you want to have access to.

Charging:

Wireless inductive charging

UHF channels:

200 channels

This is included:

- Contact GPS 3 unit
- Charge station
- Dog collar

Free friends login
Let your friends or hunting companions follow you.

Wireless charging
With Contact GPS you do not need any charging cable just place the device on the charging station.
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